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 Transaction Desk  Basic 
 #1: NAVIGATION 
 This section will get you familiar with  how to navigate  Transactions. 

 1.  Logging in and Accessing Areas of Help 

 2.  Customizing the Dashboard 

 3.  Tour of the Platform and Navigation Bar 

 4.  Forms Library and Documents 

 5.  Establishing Settings/Branding 

 6.  Setting up Notifications 

 #2: CREATE TRANSACTIONS 
 This section will show you how to  create and manage  a Transaction. 

 1.  Transaction Navigation Bar 

 2.  Create a Transaction 

 3.  How to add Contacts 

 4.  How to add Forms & Documents 

 5.  How to create a Checklist & Tasks 

 #3: AUTHENTISIGN FUNDAMENTALS 
 This section will show you the fundamentals of  how  to send an e-Signature packet using Authentisign  , 

 as well as demonstrate the customer’s signing journey. 

 1.  Overview of Authentisign 

 2.  Creating an e-Signature packet 

 3.  Adding Signers, Forms, and Documents for Signing 

 4.  Review Tools (Markup, Drag & Drop) 

 5.  Adding and Arranging Pages 

 6.  Signer Actions 

 7.  Sending for e-Signature 
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 Transaction Desk  Basic #1 
 CUSTOMIZE YOUR AGENT DASHBOARD 
 TransactionDesk Edition dashboards are all customizable. You can add the widgets that give you 

 quick access to the information you need, and remove any widgets you do not care about. 

 Note  : Adding or removing dashboard widgets does not add or remove transaction or other 

 information. It only controls what information is visible on the dashboard itself. 

 1.  Navigate to the dashboard by clicking the dashboard icon  . 

 2.  If you are logged in as a broker, and the title Agent Dashboard is displayed, click the view 

 icon  to switch to the Agent View. 

 3.  Click the lock icon  to unlock the agent dashboard  widgets. 

 The widget tray opens. You can drag and drop widgets onto the dashboard as desired.  

 The  blue widgets  are  shortcuts  . The  green widgets  (to the right) provide at-a-glance 

 summaries  of information. You can use  as many of the  blue widgets  as you like. You can 

 use a  maximum of six of the green widgets  in your  dashboard. 

 4.  Review the available widgets and determine what information will be most useful for 

 you to see in the Agent dashboard. For example, if you frequently upload documents, 

 add the Document Upload widget to your dashboard. 
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 ACTIVITY 

 1.  Drag and drop each widget onto the highlighted space in the dashboard. In the following 

 example, the Document Upload (Upload) widget is added, to provide a shortcut to 

 quickly upload documents to TransactionDesk. 

 2.  Continue to drag and drop widgets until you see the key information you require in your 

 dashboard. Be sure you select the widgets that will be most helpful to you. 

 In the following example, we added the Document Upload, Start Signing, and Checklists 

 widgets in the dashboard. 

 3.  When you are finished selecting widgets for the agent dashboard, click the lock button 

 to lock the dashboard configuration so you do not change it accidentally. 
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 AGENT DASHBOARD WIDGETS 

 Widget Name  Icon  Description 

 Get Started 

 (Support) 

 A shortcut to the Support page, where you can access support, 

 training, videos, or documentation. 

 Create 

 Transaction 

 A shortcut to create a transaction. 

 Start Signing  A shortcut to create a new signing. 

 Create 

 Contact 

 A shortcut to create a new contact. 

 Document 

 Upload 

 A shortcut to upload documents to a transaction or an inbox 

 folder. 

 Email 

 Documents 

 A shortcut to email one or more documents to a recipient 

 email address. 
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 Fax 

 Documents 

 A shortcut to fax documents or forms. 

 Clause  A shortcut to create a new clause. 

 Transactions  Provides a summary list of the agent's transactions. Click on a 

 transaction name to view the transaction. The widget also 

 provides a shortcut to the list of all transactions. 

 Checklists  Provides a summary list of each of the agent's transactions 

 that have checklists, and the percentage completion of each 

 checklist. Click on the name of the transaction to view the 

 transaction. 

 Recent 

 Signings 

 Provides a summary list of the agent's recent signings. The 

 status of each signing is displayed. If the signing is associated 

 with a transaction, the name of the transaction is also 

 displayed. Click on a signing name to view the signing. The 

 widget also provides a shortcut to the list of all signings. 

 Forms  Provides a summary list of the agent's forms that are in 

 progress. Click on the name of a form to view the form. The 

 widget also provides a shortcut to the list of all forms. 

 Missing 

 Documents 

 Provides a summary list of the agent's checklists that are 

 missing their associated documents. Each item in the list 

 displays the transaction the checklist is a part of. Click on a 

 transaction name to view the transaction. 
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 Documents  Provides a summary list of all of the agent's documents. By 

 default, the documents are listed with the most recent 

 changes at the top of the list. Click on a document name to 

 view the document. The widget also provides a shortcut to the 

 list of all documents. 

 Overdue 

 Tasks 

 Provides a summary list of overdue tasks assigned to the user. 

 The due date for each task is listed. Click on a task name to 

 view the task. You can edit the task directly from the widget. 

 Provided the task is not mandatory, you can also delete the 

 task from the widget. Mandatory tasks have a red M symbol 

 next to the task name in the widget. The widget also 

 provides a shortcut to the list of all tasks. 

 Tasks  Provides a summary list of all of the agent's tasks in all of the 

 agent's transactions. The name and due date for each task is 

 listed, followed by the name of the transaction it is part of. 

 Click on a transaction name to go to the transaction 

 dashboard. Mandatory tasks have a red M symbol 

 next to the task name in the widget. You can edit the task 

 directly from the widget. Provided the task is not mandatory, 

 you can also delete the task directly from the widget. The 

 widget also provides a shortcut to the list of all tasks. You can 

 sort the list of tasks by due date, date created, or last modified 

 date. 

 Completed 

 Tasks 

 Provides a summary list of completed tasks for the agent. The 

 due date for each task is listed. Click on a task name to view 

 the task. The widget also provides a shortcut to the list of all 

 tasks. 

 System 

 Messages 

 Provides a summary list of system messages. These messages 

 include updates about TransactionDesk including new features 

 and any announcements about the application. Messages 
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 remain in this list until you open them and mark them to not 

 show again. 

 Notes  Provides a summary list of notes added to the agent's 

 documents. The name of the user who created the note is 

 displayed, followed by a preview of the note, followed by the 

 name of the transaction the note applies to, and the date and 

 time the note was modified. Click on the transaction name to 

 view the transaction. 

 TOUR OF THE PLATFORM & NAVIGATION BAR 

 To expand the navigation bar, click on the menu found on the top left. 
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 FORMS LIBRARY AND DOCUMENTS 
 FORMS 

 A list of the forms in the library can be found on TNrealtors.com → Forms on the Fly. You can 

 also find a form by searching by a form number or a form name in the  Search Bar  . 

 CF = Commercial 

 RF = Residential 

 ACTIVITY 

 1. Search for the  RF 401 Purchase and Sale Agreement  by typing  401  and  Purchase  . 

 How can you see yourself searching for the form you’re looking for? 

 _____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 _____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 2. Click on the hyperlink labeled RF 401 Purchase and Sale Agreement  (make sure you are 

 selecting from the 2023 TAR Residential Forms). 

 A pop-up window will appear with 3 options: 

 1.  Create new form, start new transaction 

 2.  Create new standalone form 

 3.  Create new form, add to existing transaction 

 Click on each link and explore what happens. 

 If you are uncertain if the form selected is the correct one, you can  Preview  the form by clicking 

 on the menu in the form line. This menu also provides access to create a  New  form option, like 

 the steps provided in the last exercise. A  Download  option is also available if you’d like a blank 

 document, or you can  Print  a blank document. 
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 DOCUMENTS 

 If you want to load a document into TransactionDesk, but not associate it with a transaction at 

 this time, you can upload it to the Documents folder. 

 1.  Navigate to your dashboard. 

 2.  In the  Upload widget  , click  Document Upload  . 

 3.  Click  Back to Home  and navigate to the folder where  you want to upload the document. 

 ACTIVITY 

 Uploading a File: 

 1.  Drag and drop the file from your computer to the Drag & Drop files here area. 

 2.  Click the blue bar to upload a file from your computer. 
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 Finding the File Uploaded: 

 1.  In the navigation bar, click on  Documents 

 2.  Select the folder you downloaded your file to. 

 3.  Find the document from the list. Select the menu button to select what you’d like to do 

 with the file. 

 4.  You can also select the radial button. When selected a check mark appears and the 

 document is added to the basket at the top of the page. 

 5.  When you select the basket, you can do the following: 

 1.  Move 
 2.  Merge 
 3.  Copy 
 4.  Copy to Cloud 
 5.  Download zip 
 6.  Send to Authentisign 
 7.  Print 
 8.  Send via Fax 
 9.  Send via Email 

 10.  Delete 

 ESTABLISHING SETTINGS/BRANDING 
 TransactionDesk provides several general program settings that affect all users of the system. 

 These settings define how users see and interact with documents, checklists, forms, faxes, tasks, 

 and emails, and define the broker review process. 
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 1.  From the upper right corner, click  Profile  and then  Settings  . 

 OLD SETTINGS  NEW SETTINGS 

 2.  Click  Program Settings  . The Program Settings page  opens. 

 3.  To configure transaction settings, such as the default views, sorting, and display formats, 

 and other transaction-specific settings for the entire office, expand  Transaction Settings  . 
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 See "  Transaction Settings  " below for detailed information  about the transaction settings 

 fields.  When you have finished making changes to the  transaction settings, click  Update  . 

 4.  To configure the default transaction document settings, such as whether to sort them 

 alphabetically, click  Document Settings  . 

 See "  Document Settings  " below for detailed information  about the document settings 

 fields.  When you have finished making changes to the  document settings, click  Update  . 

 5.  To configure the default checklist view, such as whether to sort checklist items in a 

 transaction alphabetically, click  Checklist Settings. 
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 See "  Checklist Settings  " below for detailed information  about the checklist settings fields. 

 When you have finished making changes to the checklist settings, click  Update. 

 6.  To configure the default form settings, such as what field to sort on, fonts and colors to 

 use, and whether to automatically save a copy, click  Form Settings  . 

 See "  Form Settings  " below for detailed information  about the form settings fields.  When 

 you have finished making changes to the form settings, click  Update  . 
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 7.  To configure the default fax settings, such as whether to include phone and fax numbers 

 on cover sheets, and whether to timestamp and certify documents, click  Fax Settings  . 

 See "  Fax Settings  " below for detailed information  about the fax settings fields.  When you 

 have finished making changes to the fax settings, click  Update  . 

 8.  To configure the default task settings, such as the default owner, default status, sort 

 order, and whether to send a reminder, click  Task  Settings  . 

 See "  Task Settings  " below for detailed information  about the task settings fields.  When 

 you have finished making changes to the task settings, click  Update  . 
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 9.  To configure the default email settings, such as how to send attachments, and whether 

 to allow editing of attachments, click  Email Settings  . 

 See "  Email Settings  " below for detailed information  about the email settings fields. 

 When you have finished making changes to the email settings, click  Update  . 

 10.  To configure the default Authentisign settings, click  Authentisign Settings  . When you 

 have finished making changes to the email settings, click  Update  . 

 11.  Microsoft Windows Users:  To configure the Documents  Print Driver Setup, to  allow you 

 to fax, email and/or upload files into Documents by virtually 'printing' them from any 

 application on your PC by simply clicking on File, Print and selecting the Documents 

 Printer,  click  Documents Print Driver Setup  . 

 When you have finished making changes to the email settings, click  Update  . 
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 12.  PRINCIPAL/MANAGING BROKERS ONLY:  To specify if you are a Broker reviewer, Staff 

 reviewer, or not a reviewer, and whether to receive review notifications, click  Broker File 

 Review  . 

 See "  Broker File Review Settings  " below for detailed  information about the broker file 

 review settings fields.  When you have finished making  changes to the broker file review 

 settings, click  Update. 

 13.  To configure the default markup settings, such as the default font size, click  Markup 

 Settings  . 

 See "  Markup Settings  " below for detailed information  about the markup settings fields. 

 When you have finished making changes to the markup settings, click  Update  . 
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 TRANSACTION SETTINGS 

 Field  Description 

 Default View  Specifies the default view to use when displaying the list of transactions. 

 All  : Displays transactions owned by the user, and  transactions shared by the 

 user. 

 Mine  : Displays only transactions owned by the user. 

 Shared  : Displays only transactions shared with the  user. 

 Default Sort  Specifies the default field to sort the list of transactions by, and the default sort 

 order, ascending or descending. 

 Default 

 Status 

 Specifies the status of transactions to display by default in the list of 

 transactions. 

 Default 

 Display 

 Specifies the default format of the transaction list display. 

 List  : Displays a list of transactions. Each item in  the list includes the image, 

 transaction name, type of listing, and the last modified date. 
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 Grid  : Displays a thumbnail view of the list of transactions  in a grid. Each item in 

 the list includes the image and the transaction name. 

 Create 

 Cover Sheet 

 When checked, it automatically creates a fax cover sheet for the transaction. 

 When unchecked, no fax cover sheet is created. 

 Use Wizard  When checked, when a user creates a new transaction, the option to use the 

 wizard is selected. Users can still choose not to use the wizard. 

 When unchecked, when a user creates a new transaction, the option to use the 

 wizard is not selected. Users can still choose to use the wizard. 

 DOCUMENT SETTINGS 

 Field  Description 

 Transaction Documents 

 Default View 

 Specifies how to order documents in the list of documents in a 

 transaction. 

 Sort  : Sort the documents in the list alphabetically. 

 Drag and drop  : Allow the user to drag and drop the  documents 

 into the order they prefer. 

 Default Sort  Specifies the default field to sort the list of documents by. 
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 CHECKLIST SETTINGS 

 Field  Description 

 Transaction Checklist 

 Default View 

 Specifies how to order checklist items in the checklist in a 

 transaction. 

 Sort  : Sort the items in the checklist alphabetically. 

 Drag and drop  : Allow the user to drag and drop the  checklist 

 items into the order they prefer. 

 FORM SETTINGS 

 Field  Description 

 Default Sort  Specifies the default field to sort the list of forms by, and the default sort order, 

 ascending or descending. 

 Default Font  Specifies the default font to use for text in forms. 

 Default 

 Color 

 Specifies the default color to use for text in forms. 

 Default Size  Specifies the default font size, in points, to use for text in forms. Typical font 

 sizes for documents range from 10 to 12 points. 

 Auto-save  When checked, it automatically saves a copy of the form periodically. Also 

 automatically saves a copy of the form if you close the editor without saving. 

 Create copy 

 when 

 emailing 

 When checked, automatically saves a copy of the form when you email it to 

 anyone, which creates an extra copy of the form. This is a useful feature when 

 sending a completed form as an editable link: if the participant makes a 

 mistake, you have an extra copy. 
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 SETTING UP NOTIFICATIONS 
 1.  Navigate to  Settings  . 

 2.  Click  Notifications  .  The Notifications page opens. 

 3.  To receive notifications for document review requests, or when a new transaction is 

 created, or to notify you when a participant accesses a transaction in the system, click 

 General  . 

 See "  General Settings  " below for detailed information  about the email notification 

 settings fields.  When you have finished making changes  to the email notification 

 settings, click  Save  . 
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 4.  To receive notifications for tasks or transaction tasks, click  Task  . 

 See "  Task Settings  " below for detailed information  about the task notification settings 

 fields.  When you have finished making changes to the  task notification settings, click 

 Save  . 

 5.  PRINCIPAL/MANAGING BROKERS:  For super users to receive  notifications for various 

 events in the system, click  Super User  . 

 See "  Super User Settings  " below for detailed information  about the Super User settings 

 fields.  When you have finished making changes to the  Super User settings, click  Save  . 
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 GENERAL SETTINGS 

 Field  Description 

 Document review requests  When checked, specifies to email a notification when a 

 document review is requested. 

 All Offices  : Sends a notification for document review 

 requests for all offices. 

 Primary Office Only  : Sends a notification for document 

 review requests for only the primary office. 

 Reviewed Document 

 Accepted 

 When checked, specifies to email a notification when a 

 document review is accepted. 

 Reviewed Document 

 Rejected 

 When checked, specifies to email a notification when a 

 document review is rejected. 

 Reviewed Document Reset  When checked, specifies to email a notification when a 

 document review is reset. 

 New transactions  When checked, specifies to email a notification when a new 

 transaction is created. 

 Participant - Accessed 

 Transaction 

 When checked, specifies to email a notification when a 

 participant accesses a transaction. 

 Transaction Status Change 

 from Broker Review 

 When checked, specifies to email a notification if the 

 reviewer changes the transaction status during a document 

 review. 
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 TASK SETTINGS 

 Field  Description 

 Task - Notify Assigned Members  When checked, specifies to notify the person or 

 persons the task is assigned to. 

 Task - Notify Owner Status 

 Changed 

 When checked, specifies to notify the owner of the 

 task that the status changed. 

 Task -Past Due  When checked, specifies to notify the owner that the 

 task is overdue. 

 Transaction Task - Notify Assigned 

 Members 

 When checked, specifies to notify the person or 

 persons the task is assigned to. 

 Transaction Task - Notify Owner 

 Status Changed 

 When checked, specifies to notify the owner of the 

 task that the status changed. 

 Transaction Task -Past Due  When checked, specifies to notify the owner that the 

 task is overdue. 

 SUPER USER SETTINGS 

 Field  Description 

 Super User - New Note Added to 

 a Document 

 When checked, emails a notification to all super users 

 when a new note is added to a document. 

 Super User - New User Login  When checked, emails a notification to all super users 

 when a new user logs in to the system. 

 Super User - Notify Deleted 

 Transaction 

 When checked, emails a notification to all super users 

 when a transaction is deleted. 
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 Super User - Notify Deleted 

 Transaction Document 

 When checked, emails a notification to all super users 

 when a transaction document is deleted. 

 Super User -Transaction Status 

 Change 

 When checked, emails a notification to all super users 

 when a transaction changes status. 

 Super User -Transaction Status 

 Change (Active) 

 When checked, emails a notification to all super users 

 when a transaction status changes to Active. 

 Super User -Transaction Status 

 Change (Closed - File Complete) 

 When checked, emails a notification to all super users 

 when a transaction status changes to Closed - File 

 Complete. 

 Super User -Transaction Status 

 Change (Closed) 

 When checked, emails a notification to all super users 

 when a transaction status changes to Closed. 

 Super User -Transaction Status 

 Change (Expired) 

 When checked, emails a notification to all super users 

 when a transaction status changes to Expired. 

 Super User -Transaction Status 

 Change (Open) 

 When checked, emails a notification to all super users 

 when a transaction status changes to Open. 

 Super User -Transaction Status 

 Change (Pending) 

 When checked, emails a notification to all super users 

 when a transaction status changes to Pending. 

 Super User -Transaction Status 

 Change (Withdrawn) 

 When checked, emails a notification to all super users 

 when a transaction status changes to Withdrawn. 
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 Transaction Desk  Basic #2 
 TRANSACTION NAVIGATION BAR 

 From the dashboard, click on the  Transactions  icon  from the Navigation Bar. 

 ACTIVITY 

 Change the view from  Grid  to  List 

 Click through the filter toolbar, change the settings, and click  Apply Filter 

 In the top right corner, click  +Add  and create a “Training”  Transaction 

 CREATE A TRANSACTION 
 You can use a transaction to represent any interaction with a client, from a new listing to the 

 time of an offer. You can add a transaction manually, where you manually provide all of the 

 transaction information. You can also use an  MLS listing  or the tax data record to  automatically 

 populate many of the fields  in the transaction, decreasing  the time it takes to add a transaction 

 in TransactionDesk Edition. 

 STEPS 

 ●  Navigate to  Transactions  . Found in the navigation  bar . 

 ●  Click  +Add  . Found in the upper right corner. 
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 ●  In the  Name  field, enter a name for the transaction. 

 ○  Typically, this is the street address of the property or the consumer's name. 

 ●  Use the  Template  dropdown to select the appropriate  template to automatically add a 

 checklist, forms, and documents. 

 ●  Use the  Import Data  dropdown if you need to select  an MLS listing as a source of 

 information for the transaction. Depending on your board/association, you can import 

 seller, agent, brokerage, and/or property information. Additional fields appear. 

 ○  Our Association is:  RealTracs (Web API) 

 ●  In the  MLS Number  field, specify the MLS number of  the listing. 

 ●  Use the  Add me as the  dropdown to select your role  in the transaction. 

 ○  Choose from:  Listing Agent, Selling Agent, Neither,  or Both. 

 ●  Check  Use Wizard  if you need to create the transaction  using a guided walkthrough. 

 ●  Click  Create  . If you checked Use Wizard, then the  Wizard appears. 

 If you imported information from MLS, then much of the listing information is populated 

 automatically from the MLS listing into the fields on Step 1 of the wizard. 

 ●  At the top of the page, you can do any of the following: 

 ●  Update the listing address 

 ●  Use the status dropdown to set the transaction status 
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 ●  Click email  to view the specific email address for the transaction that you 

 can use to email documents directly to the transaction. 

 ●  Use the more options menu  to do any of the following: 

 ○  Delete the transaction. 

 ○  Share the transaction with other agents 

 within your office. 

 ○  Add a note to the transaction. 

 ○  Duplicate the transaction. 

 ○  Create or apply a template to the 

 transaction. 

 ○  Import information from an MLS listing. 

 ○  Archive the transaction. 

 ○  Update the transaction status. 

 ●  Note  : From this point on, the steps follow as if you  are 

 using the wizard to create the transaction, but you can complete them in any order. 

 In the Details tab of the transaction, in the  Property  Information  area, enter as much 

 information as you can. 

 The Back Office number applies to integrations with the Back Office accounting system, and is 

 not available until after the transaction is sent to Back Office. 
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 ●  Scroll down to the  Listing Information  area, and enter  any additional information. 

 ●  If this transaction includes sale information, in 

 the  Purchase Information  area, enter as much 

 information as you can. 

 ●  In the  Transaction Dates  area, enter as much 

 information as you can. 

 ●  If applicable, in the  Mortgage Dates  area, enter 

 as much information as you can. 
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 ●  Click  Next  to continue and add contacts, forms, and  documents, to the transaction. 

 (  Note  : At any time, you can scroll down and click  Save and exit  .) 

 ●  If you navigate away from the wizard, click the  Contacts  tab on the right toolbar in the 

 transaction. The Contacts page appears. This page lists all of the contacts associated 

 with the transaction. 

 Note: If you added yourself to the transaction, your name appears. 

 Other contacts are populated from the MLS listing. 

 ●  To add a contact to the transaction, click  +Add  , and  do one of the following: 

 ○  Select  Create new transaction contact  to create a  new contact in the transaction. 

 Add the contact information, ensuring you provide the required information. To 

 add the contact to your list of contacts, ensure  Add  to address book  is checked. 

 Click  Save  . 

 ○  Select  Add existing contact  to add a contact to the  transaction from your existing 

 list of contacts. Check one or more contacts from the list that appears, and click 

 Add  . Add any additional information required, and  click  Save  . 

 ○  If you are not already listed, Select  Add yourself  to add yourself to the 

 transaction. Add any additional information required, and click  Save  . 

 ○  Select  Add contact from Google  to add one or more  contacts from your Gmail 

 list of contacts to the transaction and to the existing list of contacts in 

 TransactionDesk. Check the contact to add, and click  Select  . Add any additional 

 information required, and click  Save  . 
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 ●  Click  Next  , or click the  Forms  tab. The Forms page appears. Any forms associated with 

 the transaction through the template are listed here. 

 ●  To add more forms to the transaction, click  +Add  . 

 ●  The  Add forms to transaction  page appears. 

 ●  Navigate through the folder structure and locate the form you want to add, or search for 

 the form by name in the Search box. 

 ●  When you locate a form you want to include, use the selection box to the right of the 

 form name to select the form for inclusion in the transaction, and click  +Add  . 

 You can see how many forms are selected in the shopping basket in the top right corner of the page. 

 ●  Click  Next  , or click the  Documents  tab. The Documents  page appears. 

 ○  This is the list of documents associated with the transaction. Any documents that 

 you want to keep as part of the transaction file can be uploaded here, such as 

 property disclosures, maps, or any other documents. 

 ●  To attach a document to the transaction, click  Add  .  The Create New page appears. 
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 ACTIVITY 
 Try one or more of the following: 

 ○  To upload a document from your computer, click  (selected  by default when 

 you first see the page)  . Then drag and drop files  from your computer to the  Drag 

 & Drop files here  area, or click the blue bar to browse  for the document(s) you 

 want to upload. 

 ○  To copy documents from Documents, click  . Navigate  to and select the 

 appropriate document, and click  Save  . 

 ○  To import a document from Dropbox, Google Drive, or another third-party 

 document storage system, click  . Select the appropriate  third-party 

 document storage system, locate the document, and click  Add  . 

 ○  To upload a document from your email account, click  . The Email Upload 

 Information page appears. Click  Open in Email Client  .  Locate the document, and 

 click  Add  . 

 ○  To download a contact card for the transaction, so that you can email documents 

 directly to the transaction, click  .  This adds an  email contact to your email. 

 You can email documents directly to this contact, and the documents are 

 attached automatically to the transaction. 

 ●  Click  Done  . The transaction is added to the list of  transactions in the system. 

 CREATE A CHECKLIST & TASKS 
 Having checklists for each of the key types of transactions you create can save you a lot of time. 

 The checklist provides a list of things you need to do, or documents you need to gather to 

 complete a transaction.  Checklist items can be mandatory  or optional. 

 Typically, you create a checklist template, and attach it to a transaction template. When any 

 transaction is added using that template, the transaction automatically inherits the list of tasks 

 and documents for the transaction. 

 Alternatively, you can attach a checklist template directly to a transaction, either when you are 

 creating the transaction, or by editing it later. 
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 ACTIVITY 

 Before you begin 

 There are two ways to create a checklist: 

 1.  Create a new checklist. 

 2.  Copy an existing checklist. 

 If you already have a checklist that has some of the characteristics you want your new checklist 

 to have, it may be simpler to  copy an existing checklist  ,  and then change it to meet your needs. 

 Create a new checklist 

 1.  From the dashboard, click on the navigation bar, and then click  Settings  . 

 2.  Click  Checklist Manager  . 

 3.  Click  +Add. 

 4.  Use the  Ownership  dropdown to select who owns this  template:  Personal  if it is for your 

 own use, or to be shared with your team, or  Office  if it is to be available to all agents in 

 the office.  NOTE: only Super Users have access to  the “ownership” dropdown. 

 5.  In the  Name  field, give the checklist a meaningful  name. 

 6.  Click  Save  . The checklist is created, and you can  now add the details to the list. 
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 7.  In the  Description  field, enter a description for the checklist. 

 8.  In the Checklist Items section, click  +Add  . 

 ACTIVITY 
 Pretend you have a transaction that you are about to process. This begins with the “Buyer 

 Strategy Session”, and moves towards showing homes, and writing a contract. Think of the 

 STEPS  and  DOCUMENTS/FORMS  you’ll need to complete  along the way. 

 1.  Then, do one of the following: 

 ○  If this checklist item is a task, check  Task  . 

 ○  If this checklist item is a task that also requires a document, check both  Task  and 

 Document  . 

 ○  If this checklist item is to add a document, check  Document  . 

 2.  SUPER USERS ONLY:  If this checklist item is mandatory,  check  Mandatory  . 

 3.  In the  Name  field, give the checklist item a meaningful  name. 

 4.  If the checklist item is a  task  , you can do the following: 

 1.  Click the  Task  tab and specify a description of the  task. 

 2.  In the  Date/time  section, add a due date for the task.  You can relate it to a 

 transaction date, and set it to be due before or after a date, and a due date for 

 the task. The following example requires that a Sold sign be installed on the 

 property within 1 day of the acceptance of the offer. 
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 3.  Click the  Assign  tab, and use the  Add default assignees  and  Contact Type 

 dropdowns to specify which types of participants the task is assigned to by 

 default. 

 ■  In the Notifications section, check  Notify assigned  members via email  if 

 you need to notify the selected participant types when the task is 

 assigned to them. 

 ■  In the Notifications section, check  Notify owner on  status change  if you 

 need to receive a notification when the status of an assigned task 

 changes. 
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 ■  In the Notifications section, check  Notify all assigned users to this task  if 

 you want every assigned user to receive a notification when the status of 

 an assigned task changes. 

 5.  If the checklist item is a  document  , you can do the  following: 

 ○  Click the  Access  tab, and use the  Limit Access  and  Contact Type  dropdowns to 

 select whether the document has limited access permissions, and if so, for which 

 types of contacts, such as buyers, or sellers. 

 ○  Click the  Review  tab, and check one or more of the  review options to specify the 

 reviews the document must undergo before it is fully approved. 

 6.  When you have finished creating the checklist item, click  Save  . 

 7.  Repeat steps to create all the items in the checklist. 

 8.  When you have finished creating the checklist, click  Update  . 

 NOTES: 
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 Transaction Desk  Basic #3 
 CREATING AN E-SIGNING PACKET IN AUTHENTISIGN 
 Create a signing when you need to send documents and forms to be signed by various 

 participants so you can successfully close a transaction. 

 As the creator of the signing, you have the option to sign your documents before sending, in 

 order to speed up the signing process. However, this option only applies to signing fields that 

 you manually place, as opposed to those that are placed automatically as the result of applying 

 a layout.  If you need to sign layout fields, you must still add yourself as a signer-type participant 

 and complete the signing after it is sent out, as per usual. 

 ACTIVITY 

 ○  Navigate to Signings  from the Navigation bar, and  click  +Add  . 

 ■  The Send to  Create Signing  popup opens  . 

 ○  Type a name for the signing in the  Signing Name  field  that enables you to easily 

 recognize the purpose of the signing. For example, you can use the property 

 address or intended recipient's name. 

 ○  Click  Add to Transaction  , check the transaction you  need, and click  Save  if you 

 need to select one of your existing transactions to associate the signing with. 

 Note  : You can associate the signing with a transaction  at a later date if needed. 

 ○  Click  Save  . 
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 ADDING SIGNERS, FORMS, AND DOCUMENTS 

 ●  SIGNERS:  Add a participant to the signing.  For example,  if you need to get a listing 

 agreement signed, you can add the seller to the signing. 

 Note  : Each signing must have a minimum of one Remote  signer-type participant. 

 ●  DOCS:  Add documents and/or forms to the signing.  For  example, if you need to get a 

 listing agreement signed, you can add it to the signing. 

 Note  : Each signer-type participant must have at least  one document or form to sign. 

 ●  TOOLS:  Add signing fields and markups, such as highlighting  and strikeout to the 

 documents and/or forms. For example, you can add places for the seller to sign their 

 name, initial, and date the listing agreement. 

 Note  : Each signer-type participant must have at least  one signing field to sign on each 

 document. The signing field must come from the Signing Actions section of the TOOLS 

 panel. 

 ●  LAYOUTS:  Use layout to add pre-placed signing fields  and markups to your documents. 

 ●  OPTIONS:  You can set up additional options such as  signing expiration dates and 

 automated reminders. 

 If you need to save your signing and finish working on it, or send it at a later date, click  BACK  , 

 and then click  Save  . 

 When you are finished adding participants, documents, and signing fields and are ready to send 

 the signing to all participants, click  NEXT  . 
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 ACTIVITY 
 Your customer/client is ready to sign the forms and documents for their offer/listing. Think 

 about which scenario you utilized in the previous activity, and tailor this activity to fit your 

 scenario. 

 Then, do the following: 

 ○  Add Signers → Ensure the customer/clients are  Remote  Signers  . If there is 

 another agent involved, you can add them and assign them to  CC  . If another 

 decision maker is involved, but not signing documents, assign them as  Reviewer  . 

 ○  Add Documents needing signatures 

 REVIEW TOOLS 
 The markup tools allow you to mark on the documents before they are sent to the signers. 

 ACTIVITY 

 Text Box 

 Scroll to a document that would require a  TEXT BOX  to be added. 

 Click  TOOLS  → Click  Text Box →  Click on the document  where the text box should be located. 

 Change the font size, color, font family, alignment (as needed) 

 Toggle  Bold  ,  Italic  , and/or Transparent Background 

 Click  Save as Default Settings 

 Line 

 Click  Line  from the tools 

 Draw a line on the document → Unclick  Line  from the  tools 

 Click the line on the document → Change the color to  GREEN 

 Change the  Stroke Width  to 4 

 Click  Save as Default Settings 
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 Strikethrough 

 Click  Strikethrough 

 Draw on the document → Unclick  Strikethrough  from  the tools 

 Click on the strikethrough to open editing tools → Change color to  RED →  Change stroke width 

 Try to move the line at an angle.  What happens?  ______________________________________ 

 Click on the  Line  and move at an angle.  What happens?  _________________________________ 

 Highlight 

 Click  Highlight 

 Draw on the document → Unclick  Highlight  from the  tools 

 Click on the highlighted section → Change color to  YELLOW  and Opacity to  0.25 

 Click  Save as Default Settings 

 Freehand 

 Click  Freehand 

 Draw on the document 

 Click on freehand and move it around the document 

 Click  DELETE 

 Ellipse 

 Click  Ellipse 

 Draw a circle around something on the document. 

 Unclick  Ellipse  → Click on the circle and change the  color to  BLUE 

 Move the circle to another item on the page and  shrink  the circle  by dragging from the corner 

 NOTES: 
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 ADDING AND ARRANGING PAGES 
 When working on an e-signing you have the ability to add multiple documents to one signing, 

 making it easier for the signers to click to sign all documents on one email. 

 ACTIVITY 

 Click on  Docs 

 Move the order of your documents around 

 Grab and Slide 

 Change the number in the box 

 Click  Replace File  and change one of your documents/forms  out for a different file 

 Link the document to a  TransactionDesk Checklist Item 

 Grab a page and move it around with another page 

 On the bottom of page 1, click on the … 

 Rotate the page 360 degrees 

 Click  View Page  What happens? _______________________________________ 

 Click  Delete 

 Click  Remove File  What happens? ____________________________________________ 
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 SIGNER ACTIONS 
 Signer actions assign to the signer you have selected and require their interaction to be 

 complete. You can either click/tap or drag-and-drop to add to your document. 

 Note: Each signer is assigned their own color. 

 ACTIVITY 

 Select a signer from your list. 

 Drag-and-Drop their  SIGN HERE  to a signature line  on the document. 

 Click/Tap their  Initials  onto the bottom right corner  of the document 

 On the top left corner, Drag-and-Drop the  Text Line 

 The text line will prompt the signer to fill in with their reply during their signing. 

 Toggle  Required  on 

 Toggle  Transparent Background  on 

 Toggle  Multi-Line  on → Then, click and drag the corners  of the text box to make 

 a square. 

 Click  Duplicate  and move the second text line to the  top right corner. 

 Click the duplicated text box → Select the  Trash Can  and  Delete  the duplicate 

 Drag-and-Drop a  CHECKBOX  to an item on the document 

 Click  INITIAL PAGES 

 Adjust the initial size 

 Align the initials to the  Bottom Right  on the  Bottom  of the Document 

 Select all signers 

 Select documents requiring initials on every page 

 Click  Place Initials 
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 Drag-and-Drop the  INITIAL CHOICE  to a blank space on the document 

 This will prompt the signer to initial one or the other. 

 Drag-and-Drop the  RADIO CHOICE  to a blank space on  the document 

 This will prompt the signer to select one or the other. 

 Click on one of the radio buttons →  and click the  +  button to ADD 

 another radio choice button 

 Click the  trash can  button to delete the added radio  button 

 Slide the  SCALE  bar in the right toolbar to make the  radio button larger or smaller 

 If you’d like to keep these settings in place moving forward, click  Save as 

 Default Settings 

 Drag-and-Drop the  DROPDOWN  to a blank space on the  document 

 Enter a list of options in the  Define Options  dialog  box 

 Toggle to Require or Not Require the dropdown 

 SENDING FOR E-SIGNATURES 

 In the top right corner, Click  NEXT 

 To set  Expirations and Reminders  , select a date and  time when prompted. 
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 Click on  Customize Invites  to personalize your message to the signer. Add a  Subject  and type a 

 personalized message  to the signer. When complete,  click  Save  , and then click  Send  . 

 NOTES: 
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